
Attorney instructions:

How to use your 3x client-facing assets

Your client-facing assets kit includes 3x things. Here's how to use them:
Premium planning tool overview: Have this sheet out in front of you and in a
position where the client can see it and read it when you first tell them about the
planning tool, as it's a helpful overview of the benefits, both to them and to you, of
using it. At the end of the meeting you will give them this sheet to keep. 
Welcome postcard: This handy half-sheet sized postcard goes over the simple
steps for them to take when they get home and start using the planning tool. You
will want to have this out and in front of you and the client when you first mention
the tool for the first time as well. *Important: Add your name and work email on
the blank lines provided on step #3 so they know to share their plan with you. At
the end of the meeting they will keep this sheet as well.
Un-branded Estate Planning Questionnaire: This is the slightly more detailed
list of instructions you will leave with the client to help them walk themselves
through getting setup and navigating through the planning tool on their own. It is
turn-key and ready to send to the client. It includes detail on sharing their plan, and
then updating it down the road when they experience life changes. At the end of
the meeting the client will keep this too. (*Note: If you are interested in a version of
this that you can customize with your branding, ask your Account Executive.)

Be sure to join one of our New Client Orientation meetings, held each week
on Tuesdays or Wednesdays at 3pm MST for 30 min over zoom to help you get
everything started off on the best foot. If you have any questions as you go, be sure to
let your Account Executive know! And let them know how this process is working for
you, and if you have any ideas for improving it.
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Premium Planning Tool
Overview
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Welcome! 
I'm excited to work together. As part of your estate plan package, I include an
account to the premium planning tool from Alfred Transition Assistant. This
easy-to-use tool has useful applications both for you and for me as we work
together, and I hope you'll take full advantage of it! Simply follow the included
instructions on your postcard & Estate Planning Questionnaire to get started.

Benefits to you:
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Robust: The planning tool helps you neatly store, organize, and
smoothly handoff, ahead of time, over 20+ content areas of important
information that your loved ones will need access to after you're gone. 
Easy-to-use: You don't need to guess what your plan should include -
the tool walks you step-by-step through the relevant categories.
Update anytime: As you experience any life changes, you can update
any part of your plan, at any time.
Save your loved ones precious time & money: Perhaps most
importantly, having all this information organized and smoothly handed
off to your loved ones & professionals ahead of time will save them
potentially months of time and thousands of dollars during the painful
transition following your passing.

Benefits to us:
Capturing and maintaining your information: The planning tool is our
preferred means for collecting & maintaining your estate plan information. 
Information sharing: Once you share your plan with us, we'll then be able
to be on the same page with you and can see everything it includes.
Real-time updates: As you update information within the tool, it flows
through to us immediately (no sending of paper copies needed!)



  

1. On your computer, visit www.alfredta.com/begin

2. Begin filling out your plan (feel free to follow the
instructions in your Estate Planning Questionnaire).

3. When prompted, share it with me: ______________

_________________________________________________

Welcome.
Getting started is as easy as 1, 2, 3!
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Be sure to check out our:

planning prep list walkthrough videos FAQ
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